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Surface plasma resonance (SPR) excitation in a Co-based two-dimensional magnetoplasmonic crystal was
found to strongly enhance the second-harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency. Large changes in the phase shift
between magnetic and nonmagnetic SHG contributions were observed in the transversal Kerr effect as a function
of the incidence angle. The activation of a nonlocal quadrupole mechanism of the magnetic SHG due to the SPR
excitation was found to lead to an unusual phase behavior in the vicinity of the resonance.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.88.075436 PACS number(s): 73.20.Mf, 78.20.Ls, 78.66.−w
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface plasma resonances (SPRs) in metallic nanostruc-
tures provide effective means to localize light in volumes
much smaller than the wavelength of the radiation.1–8 The
intriguing opportunity to integrate photonics and electronics
on the nanoscale using such SPRs has triggered a plethora of
experimental and theoretical investigations of both linear and
nonlinear optical phenomena in plasmonic nanostructures.9–16
The latter, though relying on relatively small nonlinear-optical
susceptibilities, are significantly enhanced by surface plas-
mons thus effectively expanding the field of nonlinear-optical
applications, including light frequency conversion2 and ultra-
fast switching.17 The emerging field of magnetoplasmonics
gives a new twist to this appealing research direction as it may
open up an effective way to control the frequency converted
light with the help of a magnetic field. Indeed, a many-
fold enhancement of magneto-optical effects in plasmonic
nanostructures has been successfully demonstrated.18–23
The conventional approach to treat light-matter interactions
is based on the electric dipole approximation in which an
incident light wave induces a polarization in the medium.24
This polarization is considered as a source for the transmitted
and reflected light. In the case of SHG, light at frequency
ω induces an electric polarization at frequency 2ω, which,
in turn, emits a second harmonic wave with intensity I 2ω.25
Similarly to linear optics, the nonlinear polarization P 2ω can
be a function of the magnetization M of the medium. In the
lowest order of the expansion with respect to M one can
distinguish crystallographic, i.e., magnetization-independent,
and magnetic parts of the induced nonlinear polarization:26
P 2ω = χˆ (2)cr : Eω Eω + χˆ (2)mag : Eω EωM(0),
where Eω is the electric field of the fundamental radiation, and
χˆ (2)mag and χˆ (2)cr are magnetic and crystallographic susceptibility
tensors of a third and second rank, respectively. As such,
interference between these two coherent terms determines
the total second harmonic (SH) intensity I 2ω, whereas the
latter becomes a function of the magnetization. Thus, the
magnetic second harmonic generation (MSHG) intensity
strongly depends not only on the absolute values of the
complex second-order susceptibilities |χ (2)mag|,|χ (2)cr | but also
on the relative phase ϕ between them: I 2ω ≈ |χ (2)cr |2|Eω|4 +
2|χ (2)mag||χ (2)cr ||Eω|4M(0) cos ϕ, where the even-in magnetiza-
tion term ∝M2(0) is neglected as being small compared to
the crystallographic one. In a nondissipative approximation
ϕ is strictly equal to π/2.27 Even if dissipation is present,
if both χ (2)mag and χ (2)cr employ the same optical transition,
ϕ is conventionally considered as a wavelength-independent
phenomenological parameter.28–31
Here we study MSHG in a two-dimensional Co-based
magnetoplasmonic crystal as a function of angle of incidence,
which determines the relative plasma resonance position with
respect to the frequency of light. We show that the phase ϕ
between the magnetic and crystallographic contributions in
the vicinity of the SPR is extremely sensitive to the angle of
incidence. Analyzing this behavior, we demonstrate that the
electric dipole approximation fails to describe the observed
effects. We show that the changes are due to a nonlocal
quadrupole source of MSHG which is activated in the bulk
of the Co film, when the SPR is excited.
II. EXPERIMENT
The Au(2 nm)/Co(60 nm)/Ti(2 nm)/Si(111) plasmonic
crystal was fabricated by the technology described in Refs. 32–
34. The Au and Co layers were decorated with a hexagonal
array of circular holes of average diameter of 250 nm and
average pitch size of 470 nm. A continuous film of the same
composition served as a reference sample.
Nonlinear-optical measurements were performed on a
setup allowing both angular spectra and anisotropic SHG
measurements. A tunable (730–900 nm wavelength) Mai-Tai
laser with the output power of 100 mW and pulse duration
of 100 fs was used as a fundamental radiation source. The
fundamental radiation was alwaysp polarized and was focused
onto the samples in a spot of about 50 microns in diameter. An
electromagnet was used to saturate the in-plane magnetization
of the sample with a field of 100 mT.
In Fig. 1, the angular reflectivity spectra of the plasmonic
sample are presented for its azimuthal orientation shown in the
central inset. The SPR nature of the observed features is clearly
discussed in Ref. 34. Empty and full red symbols demonstrate
how the SPR (excited along the red arrow, central inset) shifts
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Angular spectra of the linear reflectivity
for excitation wavelengths of 660 nm (empty symbols) and 785 nm
(full symbols). The incident light was polarized in the plane of
incidence. Insets: (top) in-depth structure of the perforated sample
and the reference frame; (middle) the antidots grid and the k vectors
of the excited plasmon (kSP , blue), light (kh¯ω, red), and the reciprocal
lattice (G, black); (bottom left) an AFM image of a plasmonic sample,
showing the hexagonal array of antidots.
with the excitation wavelength. The SPR in the other direction
(rotated 30◦) requires different excitation conditions (≈78◦
of incidence for the 700 nm wavelength) and falls outside
the range of our setup’s tunability, and will not be discussed
henceforth.
SHG anisotropy data for the p-in, P -out polarizations
are presented in Fig. 2, where I 2ω is plotted as a function
of azimuthal angle of the sample. The full dots show the
anisotropic SHG response in the vicinity of the plasmon
resonance (red circles) and far away from it (black diamonds),
whereas the empty dots represent the reference plain film data.
Angular positions of the maxima correspond to the sample
orientations where the proper lattice period is aligned along
the electric field of the p-polarized fundamental radiation. An
SHG signal enhancement by a factor of 6 is clearly observed
at the resonance, as compared to the off-resonant conditions.
Note that the anisotropy of the SHG response is given not
by the χ (2) tensor, but by the local field factor L(ω) due to
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Anisotropic SHG response of the reference
sample (empty dots), perforated sample far away (black diamonds),
and right at (red dots) the plasmon resonance. The polarization
configuration is p-in, P -out. The symmetry of the SHG intensity
is inherited from the SPR excitation conditions resembling the
symmetry of the hexagonal array of antidots.
the SPR excitation. The symmetry of the SHG signal reflects
the sixfold symmetry of the antidots array, indicating the k
directions in which the incident field can excite the SPR.
Since the SHG response does not exhibit any regular symmetry
in the nonresonant case (see empty dots and black diamonds),
the buried Co/Ti/Si(111) interfaces appear to hardly give rise
to any SHG output.
In order to establish correlations between a SPR and the
nonlinear magneto-optical response of the plasmonic crystal,
we also performed MSHG measurements. Let us consider
a reference frame where z is normal to the sample plane
and x lies in the plane of incidence. In the transverse Kerr
geometry, when an external magnetic field is directed along
the y axis (perpendicular to the plane of incidence), for an
isotropic magnetic film in the p-in, P -out geometry, three
even and three odd-in magnetization χ (2,d) components are
excited. These are χzzz, χzxx , χxzx and χxzz, χxxx , χzxz,
respectively. In this geometry one can expect changes in
the MSHG intensity,27 conventionally described by means
of the magnetic contrast ρ defined as the relative MSHG
intensity change upon switching the sample magnetization,
ρ = (I↑ − I↓)/(I↑ + I↓). For the reference film, ρ [Fig. 3(a),
empty dots] is quite large (80%) but shows no strong spectral or
angular dependence because no SPR is excited in this case. In
striking contrast, for the perforated film, the magnetic contrast
ρ experiences dramatic changes with angle of incidence
[Fig. 3(a), full green dots], including sign reversal. The
plasmonic nature of the effect is indicated by the fact that
when the fundamental wavelength experiences a redshift,
the resonant angle increases according to the SPR excitation
relation35 k SP = K0 ± nea ± meb, where k SP is the surface
plasmon wave vector, the in-plane component of the light
wavevector k0 is K0 = (ω/c)(k0/|k0|) sin θ , ω is the frequency,
c is the speed of light, ea and eb are the reciprocal lattice vectors
for the hexagonal lattice, θ is the incident angle, and n and m
are integers.
III. DISCUSSION
Within the conventional phenomenological magneto-
optical model, two main parameters determine the ρ value,
namely, the ratio of nonmagnetic to magnetic susceptibility
|χ (2)mag|/|χ (2)cr | =  and the relative phase ϕ between them.
As such, a sign change of the magnetic contrast could stem
from a substantial shift of the phase between magnetic and
nonmagnetic MSHG contributions. In order to study the phase
behavior in the vicinity of the SPR, we performed phase
measurements using the nonlinear interferometry method,36–38
where the reference quartz sample was translated along the
optical beam. The angular dependence of the phase difference
ϕ(θ ) extracted from the interference patterns, as described in
Ref. 39, is shown in Fig. 3(a) in black diamonds. The angular
spectrum demonstrates a significant 90◦ phase shift in the
vicinity of the SPR.
In order to separate the phases, similar interferometry mea-
surements were performed in the longitudinal Kerr geometry
[M(0) is directed along the x axis]. In this case nonmagnetic
and magnetic SHG contributions are p and s polarized,
respectively,27,40 which allows independent studies of each
of them. The relative phases of the p-polarized (nonmagnetic)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Angular spectra of the SHG magnetic
contrast for the reference (empty dots) and perforated (green full
dots) films. The polarization configuration is p-in, P -out, the
samples are magnetized in the transverse Kerr geometry, and
the fundamental wavelength is 745 nm. Black diamonds represent
the angular spectrum of the phase difference between even and odd
in-magnetization SHG contributions. (b) Angular spectra of relative
phases of the even (red empty dots) and odd (blue full dots) SHG
components. The dashed area represents phase shift introduced by
the SPR. Dotted lines are the result of an interpolation. The vertical
line hints at the SP resonant angle at 745 nm wavelength.
SHG contribution ϕN (θ ) were measured in the p-in, P -out
polarization configuration and are presented in Fig. 3(b) with
red empty dots. Note that this nonmagnetic SHG contribution
is exactly the same in both transversal and longitudinal Kerr
geometries. Now it became possible to extract the phase data
of the magnetic SHG contribution [Fig. 3(b), full blue dots].
This angular spectrum can be understood as consisting of two
different contributions: a generic steplike one with a constant
phase shift with respect to the nonmagnetic contribution,
and a resonant one [Fig. 3(b), dashed area below the blue
line] which exists only in the vicinity of the SPR. The huge
magnitude of the effect (about 90◦) shows that there must be
an additional resonant magnetic SHG contribution, with its
phase substantially different from the nonresonant one.
The origin of this resonant contribution must be an
additional MSHG source, which, within the electric dipole
approximation, can be located only at the interfaces, where
the inversion symmetry is broken. However, we can exclude
the bottom Co/Ti/Si interface due to the following reasons.
If the SHG generated at the bottom interface gave any
contribution to the observed signal, this would modify both the
magnetic and nonmagnetic parts of the SHG response. Also,
note that due to the extraordinary transmission induced by the
SPR excitation11,41 through the perforated Co layer, the sample
is relatively transparent for the fundamental beam only, but not
for the SHG radiation. This means the latter cannot contribute
to the signal if generated too deep. Numerical simulations
showed that the relevant transmittivity is only of the order of
a few percent for the buried interface-born SHG. As such, we
can conclude that the dipole approximation fails to describe
the observed phenomena, and the answer may be related to
the quadrupole contribution. The latter can be of two origins,
namely, intrinsic (microscopic) and nonlocal. However, for the
far-field SHG signal they both contribute in a similar way,42
although the nonlocal type can be essential in the case of an
SPR excitation, as suggested in Ref. 43.
The importance of nonlocal quadrupole SHG sources has
been already pointed out in Refs. 16 and 44–46, although
an excitation of a nonlocal magnetic SHG has so far not
been reported. Plasma resonances efficiently modify the
electromagnetic field distribution in the medium,28,47,48 which
is usually accompanied by large electric field gradients. In
our case, the plasmon-enhanced field Ez is now not only
modulated along the x axis but is also much more strongly
concentrated inside the Co layer, as compared with the
off-resonant conditions. Thus the plasmon-induced periodic
modulation of the Ez component can enable an addtitional
SHG source in the centrosymmetric Co bulk, which has to be
nonlocal due to symmetry reasons.
In general, a nonlocal quadrupole SHG contribution is
described as P (2ω,Q) = χ (2) : E∇ E. Similarly to what has
been said about the dipole SHG, magnetic and crystallographic
parts of P (2ω,Q) can be distinguished,26 which gives
P (2ω,Q) = χ (2)cr : Eω∇ Eω + χ (2)mag : Eω∇ EωM(0).
The field gradient ∇ Eω due to the plasmon wave implies in
this case Ez ∝ eikx , where k is the plasmon wave number. Thus
in the p-in, p-out geometry P (2ω,Q) turns into a vector sum
of a few terms proportional to χ (2){x,z}eα ,40 the most important
of which is iezχ (2)zxzzkxE2zM(0), where eα is the unit vector in
theα direction,α = x,z. Note that the corresponding crystallo-
graphic quadrupole component χ (2)zzzz is not excited because the
k SP vector has no z projection. As such, the total second-order
polarization P 2ω comprising both dipole and quadrupole
contributions can be represented in the following way:
P 2ω ≈ χ (2,d)zzz E2z ez +
(
χ (2,d)xzz E
2
z ex + iχ (2,Q)zxzz kxE2z ez
)
M(0)
Here all the dipole terms except the first two are omitted,49
since the angle of incidence is relatively large and Ez is
enhanced due to the SPR in the most prominent way. The third
nonlocal term is of quadrupole origin, whereas it is also odd
with respect to the magnetization. This explains why the exci-
tation of the SPR effectively changes the phase of the magnetic
(odd-in magnetization) SH signal and not the nonmagnetic
one, as seen in Fig. 3(b). The additional contribution, which
only arises in the vicinity of the SPR, turns out to be magnetic
due to the intrinsic symmetry of both the plasmon excitation
and the quadrupole second-order susceptibility. The resonant
nonlinear polarization P (2ω,Q) is directly proportional to the k
vector of a surface plasmon, which implies that the plasmon
model is crucial for the explanation of the physics behind
the observed results. Moreover, the phase of this additional
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contribution should be significantly different from that of
the dipolar MSHG, and the phase shift ϕ between magnetic
and crystallographic MSHG contributions should experience
a resonant change. However, although in a nondissipative
medium there is a phase shift of π/2 between electric dipolar
and quadrupolar MSHG contributions, the observed phase shift
stems from various SHG contributions, where not only phases
but also their relative magnitudes play an important role.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we demonstrated that an excitation of a
surface plasmon at an interface of a ferromagnetic medium
can not only enhance the SHG output, but also activate a
quadrupole nonlinear-optical mechanism. This resonant SHG
contribution is essentially nonlocal, and together with the
nonlinear susceptibility symmetry it makes the SH field odd
with respect to the sample magnetization. This results in
substantial changes of the MSHG magnetic contrast and
drastically modifies the phase of the nonlinear magneto-optical
response.
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